Nd-YAG Laser Beam-Induced Liquation Cracking in Selected Nickel-Based Superalloys

Abstract: MAR-M247 and Rene 77 belong to intermetallic phase Ni₃(Al, Ti) precipitation hardened nickel alloys widely used in the aerospace and power engineering industries. Because of their susceptibility to cracking, the above-named alloys are characterised by limited weldability. In the tests described in this article, the surfaces of the above-named superalloys were affected by a laser beam having identical parameters. Afterwards, the test results concerning the individual susceptibility to Nd-YAG laser beam-induced liquation cracking were compared. The stereoscopic microscopic observations revealed differences indicating the significantly greater crack susceptibility of superalloy MAR-M247. The characteristics of the materials indicated that the above differences were connected with the significantly more complex microstructure resulting from the segregation of alloying elements during crystallisation. The scanning microscopic examination revealed the presence of liquation cracks in the HAZ located along partially melted interdendritic areas.
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Introduction

The second half of the 20th century saw the enormous development of nickel-based superalloys resulting from modifications of chemical compositions and manufacturing technologies. Designs of new alloys were triggered by the growing demand for materials operating at very high temperature (primarily in gas turbines) [1-3]. Superalloys MAR-M247 and Rene 77 are widely used in the production of rotor blades and stator blades in aero-engines because of their particularly high strength properties at operating temperature as well as due to their excellent high-temperature corrosion resistance [4]. The aggressive corrosive environment combined with high stresses during the operation of elements in the hot section results (after some time) in damage to parts through creeping, thermo-mechanical fatigue and erosive wear. In most cases, the repair of damaged
parts is more convenient (from the economical point of view) than the replacement and the use of new elements (because of high production costs and, usually, long delivery times) [5]. The use of welding methods when joining nickel superalloys both in production and repair is highly desirable as it allows the reduction of the final price of an element. However, the implementation of welding methods in the production and repair of elements made of precipitation hardened alloys is significantly limited because of particularly high crack susceptibility in the HAZ during welding and post-weld heat treatment. Cracks formed during welding processes pose problems both during the design and production of elements characterised by complex geometry. The limited weldability could be attributed to the considerable amount of alloying elements in cast superalloys, and in particular, precipitates of intermetallic phase γ′ Ni₃(Al, Ti) [6]. The presence of microcracks, particularly in rotating elements, is undesirable as during operation the above-named cracks begin to develop. Knowing the mechanism related to the formation of liquation cracks and their morphology could provide information enabling the improvement of the reliability of elements and their safe operation.

**Test Materials and Methodology**

Base materials used in research-related experiments were two nickel-based casting superalloys MAR-M247 and Rene 77. The chemical compositions of the superalloys were identified using a spark emission spectrometer; the results are presented in Table 1. The surface modification involving the use of an Alpha Laser ALS100 pulsed laser with an Nd-YAG active element was performed on 1.5 mm thick specimens having an area of approximately 2 cm² each. The process parameters are presented in Table 2. Changes in the surfaces were observed using a stereoscopic microscope. Hardness measurements concerning the base material were performed using a hardness tester manufactured by Zwick. For the purposes of light and scanning microscopy, metallographic specimens were made. The microstructure of the test superalloys was revealed through etching using Kalling’s reagent and electronically in a 10% solution of Cr₂O₃. The metallographic specimens were performed using a LEICA DM4000 light microscope as well as FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 and JEOL scanning microscopes provided with an EDs detector (X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Chemical compositions of the base materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alloy/Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-M247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene 77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Parameters of the surface modification process using the laser beam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Test Results

**Base Materials in the As-Delivered State**

The microstructures of casting superalloys MAR-M247 and Rene 77 are presented in Figure 1. The microstructure of the casting superalloys was characterised by significant heterogeneity resulting from the segregation of alloying elements during the crystallisation of the alloy (Fig.1a, b). The interdendritic areas contained eutectics γ-γ′ (Fig. 1c, d) as well as carbides of various morphology formed through the eutectic reaction with the “Chinese script” type matrix. In alloy Rene 77, the content of eutectic isles γ-γ′ and primary carbides was significantly lower. The dendritic cores contained primarily
matrix γ and intermetallic phase γ’ Ni₃(Al, Ti) responsible for high mechanical properties of the superalloys. The hardness measurements revealed significant differences of hardness values. MAR-M247 was characterised by hardness over 40HV5 higher than that of Rene 77 (463HV5 and 421HV5 respectively). The high hardness values related to the superalloys were connected with significant precipitation and solid solution hardening. Because of differences of atomic radiiuses in relation to Ni, the additions of chromium, cobalt, molybdenum, tungsten or tantalum provided the significant hardening of the plastic matrix (phase γ). Figure 2 presents exemplary carbides (and their morphology) found in alloys MAR-M247 and Rene 77 (along with related EDS spectra).

The addition of strongly carbide-forming elements to alloys is aimed at the precipitation of carbides during the crystallisation of alloys. In addition to intermetallic phase γ’, the above-named carbides constitute a factor hardening the matrix. Regardless of morphology, the test superalloys revealed primarily the presence of MC type carbides (Fig. 2a, b). In alloy MAR-M247, the carbides were enriched in Ta and Hf. In turn, as regards alloy Rene 77, the greatest affinity to carbon was that of Ti, therefore the alloy contained carbides rich in the above-named element (Fig. 2c, d). The precipitation of carbides along the boundaries of dendrites aims to improve mechanical properties, i.e. creep resistance at operating temperature.

**Surfaces of Superalloys after Laser Beam Modification**

A series of single impulses was performed on the specimens. The exemplary view of such surface is presented in Figure 3.
The short impulse time and related fast heat discharge led to significant changes in the surface. The central areas affected by the laser beam revealed the presence of craters having a depth of approximately 300 μm surrounded by the area having a fairly developed surface. The effect of the laser beam on the surface of superalloy MAR-M247 (Fig. 3a) triggered the formation of several cracks initiated near the crater axis and developing outwards in the direction of the fusion line as well as the formation of smaller cracks of on the periphery. The number of cracks observed in Rene 77 (Fig. 3b) was significantly lower (only a few cracks present at the bottom of the crater). The location of the cracks implied that they were hot cracks formed during the solidification of liquid. The insufficient formability of the alloys resulting from the effect of tensile stresses triggered cracking. The above-named stresses were generated as a result of constrained contraction and the cooling of the molten area.

**Analysis of Cracks in the Heat Affected Zone**

The observation of the HAZ susceptibility to crack formation required the performance of tests involving the use of scanning electron microscopes (Fig. 4-7). Alloy MAR-M247 contained a hot crack initiated in the molten area and propagating towards the heat affected zone (Fig. 4a). The liquation crack formation in the HAZ near the fusion line was supported by the hot crack formed previously during the crystallisation of the molten area (demonstrated by its significant width). The crack of purely liquation nature formed as a result of the re-crystallisation through the eutectic transformation with the matrix of the non-equilibrium partially melted phase γ’ is presented in Figure 4b. The change in the carbide/matrix interphase surface indicated that the carbides rich in Hf and Ta, characterised by high stability, had been dissolved locally. It cannot be excluded that the partial melting of carbide edges could be ascribed to the change in thermodynamic conditions in the presence of the liquid film. Approximately 60 μm away from the fusion line, the large carbides, underwent brittle cracking (because of the complex state of stresses during cooling) (Fig. 4c).

Superalloy Rene 77 contained numerous liquation cracks located along dendrite boundaries (Fig. 5a). The insufficient amount of liquid
at the final stage of the solidification of the thin interdendritic film triggered cracking (Fig. 5b). The products of eutectic transformation were observed on two opposite edges, except for the carbide area. Fine liquation cracks (Fig. 5c), yet without the clearly visible partial (incipient) melting of the entire area, were observed along the eutectic isle $\gamma-\gamma'$ precipitated on the interdendritic boundary.

The morphology of the cracks revealed that the greater crack susceptibility of alloy MAR-M247 was connected with the formation of the greater amount of liquid along dendrite boundaries (during heating). The local partial melting of phase $\gamma'$ near carbides was also observed outside interdendritic boundaries (Fig. 6).

The primary factor triggering the formation of the liquation cracks was the presence of liquid along dendrite boundaries. The nickel superalloys were characterised by significant segregation, as a result of which microstructural constituents of lower melting point were also present far from the boundaries. The local partial melting (or dissolution) of the intermetallic phase observed in the vicinity of carbides in MAR-M247 and Rene 77 (Fig. 6a, b) indicated that liquation outside the dendrite boundaries did not pose a serious threat. In addition, the molten area contained undissolved, i.e. highly stable, “Chinese script”-like carbides.

The appearance of the crack between dendrites requires both the presence of liquid on the solid-solid boundary and the effect of tensile stresses during cooling. Superalloy Rene 77 contained a boundary along which, at a higher temperature, a relatively thick liquid film was present (Fig. 7). In the created conditions, the interdendritic liquid filled the cracks initiated at a high temperature. The thick liquid film located along the boundaries and the relaxation of stresses by the surrounding material...
precluded the formation of a liquation crack. Similar areas indicating the liquid healing of the microcracks were not observed in super-alloy Mar-M247.

**Discussion**

The presence of liquid on the dendrite boundaries was the primary factor responsible for the liquation cracking in the HAZ. Therefore, it is important to take into consideration factors leading to their formation during welding processes. Cracks were formed as a result of non-equilibrium partial welding below the solidus temperature of the base material referred to in English-language reference publications as constitutional liquation [7, 8]. The precipitation of phase γ' during solidification and the change in thermal expansion were behind stresses affecting the HAZ and being the primary reason for the initiation and propagation of the cracks. As regards crack resistance, liquation in the heat affected zone is considered as highly unfavourable. Because of the formation of the film of the liquid having the non-equilibrium composition, the range of alloy crystallisation temperatures was extended affecting the subsequent reactions during subsequent heating [7, 9]. The use of the laser beam as the heat source (high heating rates) provided favourable conditions as regards the non-equilibrium partial melting. The entire dissolution of phase γ' was preceded by the obtainment of the temperature, where the eutectic transformation between the particle and the surrounding matrix took place. During slow heating in equilibrium conditions, precipitates Ni₃(Al, Ti) became dissolved (through diffusion) in the matrix thus preceding the eutectic transformation of the particles with the matrix. The very high heating rates did not create equilibrium conditions in the alloys [10].

The SEM tests revealed that the analysed alloys represented various sensitivity to liquation cracking. The significantly greater segregation in alloy Mar-M247 favoured the non-equilibrium partial melting. The higher volume fraction of phase γ' resulting from the higher content of Al and the stronger solution hardening of alloy Mar-M247 impeded the relaxation of stresses and, as a result, increased crack susceptibility. The content of the precipitates of phase Ni₃(Al, Ti) related to the increase in crack formation susceptibility in the HAZ could be ascribed to fast re-precipitation during cooling. The crystallisation of the film of the liquid having the non-equilibrium composition extended the range of crystallisation temperatures, thus leading to the extension of the range of high-temperature brittleness and, at the same time, triggering the increase in the level of welding stresses along the partially melted grain boundaries.

According to Borland [11], the film of liquid characterised by appropriate wettability may spread along boundaries filling previously initiated micro-cracks, thus leading to so-called liquid healing. Similar conclusions were formulated by Owczarski in publication concerning cracks in the HAZ of nickel superalloys [12], stating that the cracks were primarily present in the area containing relatively small amounts of liquid in comparison with the more partially melted area near the fusion line. The phenomenon of liquid healing occurs when the liquid film along the boundaries is sufficiently thick to fill the previously initiated hot microcracks [9, 11].

**Summary**

The study compared the susceptibility to cracking of two intermetallic phase Ni₃(Al, Ti) precipitation hardened nickel alloys, i.e. Mar-M247 and Rene 77. The article compares the mechanism of liquation crack formation in the heat affected zone and presents the morphology of laser beam-triggered cracks. The tests justified the formulation of the following conclusions:

1. The selected superalloys differed significantly in terms of their chemical compositions and primary microstructure, which significantly affected their crack formation susceptibility;
2. The formation of liquid along the boundaries of dendrites was primarily related to the non-equilibrium partial melting of phase γ'. The change in the geometry of carbides along the partially melted boundaries implies that they might have been partially dissolved;

3. The greater amount of liquid formed along the boundaries of dendrites as well as the greater hardening were responsible for the greater susceptibility to liquation crack formation of alloy MAR-M247;

4. The formation of the sufficiently thick liquid film along the partially melted interdendritic areas made it possible to prevent the formation of liquation cracks by the liquid healing of micro-cracks.
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